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A B S T R A C T

Sensors based on triboelectric nanogenerators have been widely used for energy harvesting and sensing appli-
cations, however, the applications of multidimensional information perception and interactive control are in-
sufficient. In this paper, we present an ultra-stretchable triboelectric strip sensor (TSS) using triboelectric me-
chanism for controlling the objects in three-dimensional space. This facile and low-cost TSS is mainly composed
of a parallel structure including three symmetric sensor strips fixed on the base and a mobile stage connected
with them. Based on the coupling effect of triboelectrification and electrostatic induction, the length changes of
each strip with the same finger contacting point generate different signal output ratios from two terminal
electrodes, functioning as the interactive interface for multi-dimensional sensing and controlling. Hence, the
parallel sensor strips structure can realize the sensing and controlling in three degrees of freedom of linear
motion and two degrees of freedom of rotational motion, and resultant sensing ranges are X, Y, Z, α and β
(20mm, 20mm, 30mm, 36°, and 36°). In terms of manipulation, this is simpler than the conventional controller
with rigid structure and includes additional space dimensions. Furthermore, demonstration of the TSS as human-
nanomachine terminal to control the nanomanipulator in scanning electron microscope (SEM) is successfully
realized with the accuracy of 10 nm. The proposed TSS shows great potential for the applications in automated
control, robotics control, and Internet of Things (IoT).

1. Introduction

Development of sensors and actuators technology provides a tech-
nical basis for precision humanoid operation [1–3]. The properties of
smaller structures and materials, such as nanotubes, graphene etc., have
been characterized to explore their applications in nanophotonics,
medicine, nanoelectronics and biology [4,5]. The successful assembly,
operation and investigation of carbon nanotubes (CNT) or graphene in
scanning electron microscope (SEM) environment provide a solution to
the above research fields [6,7]. Furthermore, there are inaccessible,
unforeseeable dangerous or unavoidable challenges for human to

interact or perform complex tasks in environments such as equipment
maintained in vacuum, undersea, space and nanometer scale, etc. For
effective interactions between humans and intelligent or automated
systems, a variety of control terminals with different working me-
chanisms are researched such as touch screen, keyboard or rocker
structure [1,3]. But in most cases, these control mechanisms are in-
direct controls that need complex instruction analysis and calculation to
correspond to the movement state of the object to be manipulated. The
direct correspondence and real-time reappearing of the control terminal
and the object manipulated in the movement posture is an important
research aspect for the human-computer interaction. Therefore, how to
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optimize the interaction process and improve operational performance
are the focus of the study. So far, the most intuitive way is to directly
convert the control operation from human into the process of object
motion through the control terminal. Recently, many different types of
sensors are applied to detect the physical activities, intentions, and
emotions of humans [8–12]. To realize motion control by human in-
tention, the precise measurement and analysis of sensors are the most
critical and basic requirements [13–15]. Nowadays, there has been a
hot issue in development research of stretchable and flexible material
because it has potential applications as tactile, pressure, and motion
sensors [16–22]. Typically, in order to meet the requirements of motion
control devices, the motion sensors must be equipped with an internal
power supply. At present, a great deal of self-powered sensors based on
triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) have been extensively studied
and reported [23–29]. Self-powered tactile sensors based on TENGs
have the potential applications to detect pressure change without an
external power source [30–35]. In addition, the self-powered systems
can avoid the complex electric circuits [36–41].

Among various triboelectric based self-powered sensors, pressure
and tactile sensing are important research areas in motion detection
[42–45]. Self-powered sensors based on TENGs have many advantages,
such as the flexible nature, self-powered functionality and simple
structure [46–49]. Comparing the stretchable and flexible devices based
on TENGs compared to their rigid counterparts, the premise of in-
tegration with the moving parts of machinery is mechanical compliance
[50–52]. In addition, the flexible TENGs as the power sources and
multifunctional sensors for human motion have been designed to meet
the development of the deformable and stretchable electronics [53–57].
P. K. Yang et al. used paper to design origami TENGs. It shows a light
weight, a high degree of flexibility, and so on [53]. In the same year,
they assembled a wavy-structured Kapton film and serpentine-pat-
terned electrodes to fabricate a flexible TENG [54]. J. Chun et al.
combined a highly-stretchable piezoelectric hemisphere and thin film
TENG sensor for motion detection of human body [56]. J. Bian et al.
presented an excellent uniaxial stretchable sensor to detect the ambient
mechanical energy [57]. Besides, the stretchable materials and elec-
trodes are essential part to connect the working circuits and the flexible
TENG [58,59]. B. U. Hwang et al. presented a sensor composed of
multifunctional nanocomposite materials to detect the motion of the
human body. The sensor is stretchable, self-powered and patchable
[60]. In the application to hand joints, G. H. Lim et al. proposed TENG
sensor with a durable and stretchable nanosheet [61].

The detection of three and more degrees of freedom (DOFs) for a
human-machine interface is the research trend, especially, it requires
complex design and complicated control system to realize the tele-
operation. Moreover, in order to achieve more degrees of freedom, it is
necessary to increase the hardware structures and control difficulty
[62–64]. In previous works, a simplified tactile sensor configuration
reported by Wang's group and Zhang's group has been developed as the
2D sensing and controlling interface. When a fingertip touches the
surface of this sort of 2D flexible tactile sensor, the ratio of the output
voltage from the two pairs of electrodes is used to derive the fingertip
position [65–68]. With the aid of flexible grid pattern on tactile sensor
surface, T. Chen et al. has further enabled this flexible 2D tactile sensor
to read the trajectory drawn by fingertip. Furthermore, z-axis position
information created by fingertip contacting a stretchable flexible strip is
again determined by the ratio of output voltage from electrodes at the
two ends of the strip. Such z-axis position information is added on the
2D trajectory information to help robotic manipulator successfully
writing 3D patterns at the scale of human living environment [69].

In this paper, we present an ultra-stretchable triboelectric strip
sensor (TSS) for controlling the attitudes of the object in space. This
low-cost, facile-designed device mainly consists of a parallel structure
including three symmetric strips. Each of the strips is used as a spatial
sensor, and a single strip can achieve a longitudinal sensing resolution
of 3mm. Based on the coupling effect of triboelectrification and

electrostatic induction, the length changes of each strip in this parallel
mechanism generates different signal output ratios as the interactive
interface when the fingertips knock for auto controlling and multi-
dimensional information sensing. The entire parallel sensor structure
can realize five DOFs control: three DOFs of linear motion, i.e., X, Y, Z
(20mm, 20mm, 30mm) and two DOFs of rotational motion, i.e., α, β
(36°, 36°). The intuitive five-dimensional positioning projection in
space can be achieved using the TSS, which is simpler than the tradi-
tional rigid structure and adds the space dimensions. Meanwhile, the
detection mechanism using the voltage ratio method avoids the influ-
ence of environmental humidity and uneven force. Demonstration of
the TSS device as the teleoperation terminal for multidimensional
control in SEM is successfully realized. The proposed TSS shows the
great potential of robotic control applications, automated control and
IoT.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Design and structure of the TSS device

The teleoperation system allows operators to control remote targets
through master-slave devices. It is mainly used in military, industrial,
medical, and some human inaccessible or dangerous environments to
perform complex tasks as shown in Fig. 1a. In this paper, the TSS device
is designed as a teleoperation control terminal aiming to the nanoma-
nipulator control in SEM as shown in Fig. 1b. The symmetric TSS device
is composed of a basement, a mobile stage, and three strips with three
pairs of electrodes located at both ends of each strip as shown in Fig. 1c.
The mobile stage is connected with the basement through the three
strips. During the stretching of the strip, fingertip tapping on the fixed
point of the strip will result in varying voltage ratios corresponding to
the different lengths, due to the changes of distances from the contact
point to two opposite terminal electrodes. The structure diagram of the
strip with two opposite electrodes is demonstrated in Fig. 1d. The
working mechanism of the triboelectric strip sensor is shown in Fig. 1e.
By detecting the length variation of three strips, the space motion state
of the mobile stage can be derived synthetically. Thus, the multi-di-
mensional motion control operation is carried out through the motion
attitude of the mobile stage. For initializing the device during assem-
bling, all three strips are pre-stretched by 10mm when connecting the
inner mobile stage with the outer basement. In this way, each strip can
perform both stretching and contraction motions without over loose, so
as to realize the motion detection of the mobile stage for all directions.
The length detection method and the experiment will be elaborated in
detail in the next section. The strip consists of silicone rubber as the
main structure and two opposite electrodes fabricated with starch-
based hydrogel PDMS elastomer (HPE). HPE has good electrical and
stretchable properties, which can greatly match the stretching needs of
this device.

Each movement detection of the platform requires the three fingers
knocking on the corresponding strips to determine the spatial position
of mobile stage at this moment. A pair of opposite electric fields be-
tween two layers with different electron affinities is induced when the
finger touches the silicone rubber surface and retained within this
contact area. As the finger is separated away, the potential differences
are created that need to be balanced. For each silicone rubber strip,
according to the distance differences between finger and two counter
electrodes, each electrode will obtain different amount of charges after
releasing of finger and lead to different currents and voltages which can
be measured. The induced charges are repelled back to ground after the
finger contact the silicone rubber strip again and result negative current
flows. Therefore, the touching positions can be identified through the
variations of the current and voltages between two counter electrodes.
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2.2. Working mechanism and structure of the stretchable electrodes

By using analogue analysis to characterize the location identifica-
tion of the strips [68–70], the output voltages against the counter
electrodes are studied accordingly to investigate the relationship. The
corresponding electric fields at each electrode for finger touching are
represented in Equations S1-S3 (Supporting Information). When h is
zero, VE1= VE2= 0 as the electric field is maintained between two
contacted surfaces (finger/silicone rubber). The voltage of two elec-
trodes can be defined as VE1= -kQ/x and VE2= -kQ/(l-x), along with
the increasing of the height h. It indicates that the separation distance
of finger away from silicone rubber can alter the output voltages of two
electrodes. Therefore, according to the characteristics of triboelec-
trification, it is assumed that the fingertip raised a high distance, and
then the VE2/VE1 is similar to the ratio of x/(l-x). The simulation results
of VE2/VE1 of the strip with counter electrodes during the changing of
contact locations are illustrated in Figure S2. Based on the great
monotonicity, the location identification of finger touching can be
proved as feasible and reliable.

The conventional metallic based electrode is disadvantageous for
motion sensing applications, obstructing the sensors or devices to tol-
erate mechanical deformations in practical uses. In order to achieve
better structural stretchability, flexibility and simple design, the elec-
trodes of TSS are fabricated by HPE in this design. As the operation
principle is shown in Fig. 2a, HPE is inserted and fixed inside the sili-
cone rubber strip. The contact electrification happens during the

contact between finger and silicone rubber. The variations of external
electric fields can be revealed through HPE due to its conductivity. For
a typical finger tapping motion, the short circuit current and open
circuit voltage of HPE-silicone rubber are shown in Fig. 2b. The photos
of the as-fabricated TSS device are illustrated in Fig. 2c and d. Because
the strips are stretchable and flexible, in order to ensure the range of
motion and accuracy of detection, the strips are assembled in the device
with a 10mm pre-tension length and the maximum stretch of each strip
is set as 20mm. To limit the movement of the mobile stage, height limit
and area limit are added on the basement. Dimensions of the TSS are
listed in Table S1 (Supporting Information). The TSS device is designed
as a one-handed operating mode. The middle finger is used to operate
the stage for multi-dimensional movement, and the thumb, index finger
and ring finger are responsible for tapping three strips. The corre-
sponding structure is added in the stage to facilitate one-handed op-
eration as shown in Fig. 2e and f.

The electrical performance of HPE is characterized through con-
trolled stretching by the linear motor, the results under 1.5 V voltage
are shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). According to the
tested data, the HPE electrode material is capable of sustaining a good
electrical conductivity within a 200% strain. The HPE is used as the
electrodes combined with silicone rubber to fabricate the strip sensors.

2.3. Working mechanism of the strip

Based on the analog positioning method, a stretchable strip is

Fig. 1. Application areas, conceptual illustration and working principle of the TSS device. A Multidimentional control terminal can be widely used in many fields,
such as military, medical treatment, etc. B The diagram of human-machine nano-manipulator control in SEM. C The five attitude diagrams of the TSS device. They are
three-dimensional linear motion of X, Y, Z and two-dimensional rotational motion of α, β, respectively. D Schematic diagram of the strip and the electrostatic analysis
of the contact process. E Operation sketch of the TSS device in man-machine interaction process.
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proposed as the spatial sensor. One end of E1 electrode of the strip is
fixed, the electrode E2 is movable under tensile stress with respect to E1
(as shown in Fig. 3a). The output voltage ratio of the two electrodes
(VE2/VE1) is obtained during the contact and separation of finger and
silicone rubber with a constant distance from E1. Furthermore, the strip
is stretched by a certain length, the decrement of voltage ratio is de-
termined as we re-touch the same position (reference point) at a con-
stant distance with respect to the E1 electrode. The further decreasing
of the ratio is observed when the stretching length increases con-
tinuously. Hence, by utilizing this mechanism, the extended length of
the E2 side can be measured through touching the reference point
which is fixed from E1. In other word, the displacement of strip under
stretching, the stretching velocity and acceleration of the E2 electrode
can be measured with a constant contact frequency. As shown in
Fig. 3a, the stretching capability is demonstrated under various op-
eration scenarios. The theoretical analysis shows that the measuring
principle of the strip sensor is independent of the intensity of the
knocking force. As a verification, different forces are applied to knock
the same point. The ratio of the two electrodes is equal within the error
range as shown in Fig. 3b. Therefore, the knocking force does not affect
the calculation of the length and position of the strip sensor. To show
the reliability of the strip design, 10,000 repeated stretch tests are
carried out through a linear motor. During the testing process, the strip
and the supporting plane are constantly rubbing, which can effectively
simulate the knocking effect. Before and after the test, the finger knocks
the strip reciprocally between the two electrodes, recording the corre-
sponding signal characteristic curves as shown in Figure S4a and b. The
stable voltage curve can be maintained after 10,000 stretch cycles,
showing that these strips are proved to be valuable in the reliable de-
sign.

To select suitable strip size for the TSS device, the size variations of
strips are analyzed based on the output voltage ratio. The trends of ratio
change from the output voltages of two counter electrodes is shown in
Fig. 3c as the elongation changes. It is clear that the same elongation
gives similar voltage ratio, indicating that the geometry of the strip does
not have significant influences on the output amplitude during
stretching. Such characteristics provide an important prerequisite for

making displacement sensors. Firstly, the resolution of stretch dis-
placement is characterized by detecting the displacement and velocity
parameters. Corresponding to different initial length, Fig. 3d shows the
relationships of the stretch displacement with the error bars of VE2/VE1.
The resolution decreases gradually with the increase of stretching
length. And the resolution decreases gradually with the increase of
initial length. Therefore, we chose the strips with an initial length of
3 cm to achieve higher resolution. As shown in Fig. 3e, it can be seen
that at every 3mm of stretching length, the ratio of voltage value can be
distinguished without overlapping area at each measuring point.
Therefore, the resolution detection of strip stretching has achieved a
resolution of 3mm within the scope of 20mm. The curves of the voltage
ratios with time under the stretch velocity of 3mm/s, 4mm/s and
5mm/s are shown in Fig. 3f. Movie S1 (Supporting Information) shows
the curves of the two electrode voltages during the stretching process.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2019.03.071

2.4. Analysis and test of TSS device as the control terminal

The strips are assembled in the device with 10mm pre-stretched
length and the maximum stretch length of each strip is set as 20mm. In
this way, the control precision of the device can be guaranteed and the
motion space is appropriate. The motion range of TSS device is ana-
lyzed as shown in Figure S5. Considering the pre-stretching length of
10mm sensor and the motion accuracy, the motion range of the device
in the plane is expressed by the overlapping area of stretching and
contracting of the sensor, as shown in Figure S5 (Supporting Informa-
tion) under the above restricted condition. According to the cosine
theorem, the relationship of the mobile stage attitudes and the lengths
of the strips are calculated and illustrated in Figure S6 (Supporting
Information). As the maximum stretching limit of the strip, the Z-di-
rection displacement of the device is calculated to be 30mm by the size
of strip 1, as shown in Figure S6c. At the same time, the height limiting
stopper is designed to limit the moving range of the mobile stage in the
Z direction. Similarly, based on the length limit of the strips and the size
of the mobile stage, the maximum tilting angle of the stage is calculated

Fig. 2. The TENG based working mechanisms of the HPE electrode, and the electrical characteristics of the electrode. A Schematic illustration of TENG based working
principles of the HPE electrode in single electrode mode. I: contact state; II: separating state; III: separated state; IV: approaching stage. B Open-circuit voltage and
short-circuit current of TSS based on the HPE electrode. C and D Photographs of the TSS device. In order to limit the movement of mobile stage, high limit and area
limit are added on the structure of the basement. E The middle finger is used to operate the stage for multi-dimensional movement. The thumb, index finger and ring
finger are responsible for tapping three strips. Three fingers are separated from the strips when the stage is moving. F Three fingers tap the strips when we need to
detect the location at a certain time. On the stage, three inclined planes are designed under the strips to determine the focus of finger tapping.
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to be about 36°, as shown in Figure S6d and e.
In order to verify the theoretical calculation, we measured the dis-

placements and angles of the mobile stage with five DOFs, as shown in
Fig. 4. A number of points are selected for testing in full range of each
DOF and marked in the figures. The theoretical curves in Fig. 4 are
derived from Figure S5 (Supporting Information). The voltage output
curves of the stage in the X, Y, Z, α and β directions are given respec-
tively. The motion of mobile stage is repeated for more than 3 cycles. In
order to elevate the accuracy and reliability of measurements, the peak-
peak output voltages are calculated. The results show that the measured
points in the selected position are distributed along the theoretical
curve, which proves that the design can realize the attitude control of
five DOFs.

According to the structural design of the device, the motion in
multiple directions can be realized in the XY plane, and the angle can be
calculated by the length relation of three strips. Firstly, the length
variations of the three strips are calculated theoretically, when the
stage moves along the area limit boundary from 0 to 180°, as shown in
Figure S7a and b. The analysis from the previous section shows that the
length resolution of the strip is 3 mm. In terms of the maximum slope of
the curve for each strip in Figure S6b, the angle changes at least about
22°–25° when the length of the strip changes more than 3mm. In order
to detect the resolution of the angle, we measure 50 times for every 30°
and record the signals. The length of each strip is calculated by the ratio
relation of the signals. Then, the corresponding motion angle of the

mobile stage is derived by the lengths of three strips. The angle deviated
from the measurement direction is drawn from the calculated angle
values, as shown in Figure S7c. It can be seen that at every 30°, the
deviation areas can be clearly distinguished without data overlapping
at each measuring point. In addition, 180°–360° and 0–180° are sym-
metrical structures in this device. Therefore, we defined that the angle
detection in XY plane having a resolution of 30° within the scope 360°.

2.5. Applications in the micro-nano manipulation

As the motion sensor in the control application plays a fundamental
role in the auto-control, virtual reality (VR) or IoT, the precise capture
and recognition of motion behavior, especially the multi-dimensional
inversion process, is the key for facilitating those applications. The
motion perception of the TSS mobile stage is achieved directly by the
spatial sensing of the three strips. In order to show the practicability,
the TSS device is fabricated by 3D printing and controlled by hand as
shown in Fig. 2e and f. A real-time monitoring of hand behavior to
control the manipulator in SEM is demonstrated in Fig. 5. It is clearly
seen that the output signals of the TSS have obvious distinctions on
different attitudes and locations, with different control purpose. Fig. 5a
shows the SEM device and the micro-nano positioning platform inside.
The control terminal (Fig. 5b) is directly connected with A/D converter,
which is connected to the controller through a serial port. The sche-
matic diagram of the electrical connection and components used in the

Fig. 3. Electrical measurements of the finger knocking on the
silicone rubber layer, and the analysis of the stretching pro-
cess. A The voltage waveform of the two electrode voltages
with the increase of the stretch length. B Knocking the same
point using different force, the ratio of the two electrodes is
equal in the error range. Therefore, the knocking force does
not affect the calculation of length and position. C The ratio
change trend of two electrodes voltages with the change of
the stretch percentage. D Relationship of the error bars of
VE2/VE1 with the stretch displacement corresponding to dif-
ferent initial length. E The error bars of E2/E1 with the
stretch displacement corresponding to initial length 3 cm of
strip. F Detected ratio of VE2/VE1 on the strip over time. The
stretchable displacement with time can be derived. The cor-
responding stretching velocities are 3 mm/s, 4mm/s, and
5mm/s respectively.
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demonstration is shown in Figure S8. Firstly, the data acquisition card
collects the voltage values of three pairs of electrodes on the strips.
After filtering and amplifying, the analog values are converted to digital
signals. The voltage ratio of corresponding electrode is then analyzed
by the computer program to obtain the length of strip. Hence, by cal-
culating and analyzing the lengths of three strips, the attitude in-
formation of the mobile stage in five dimensions can be derived and
become the motion parameters of the motor in SEM for the computer to
send the command to drive each motor. The program can realize two
operation modes: absolute coordinate mode and relative coordinate
mode. In absolute coordinates mode, the origin is located at the initial
point. The motion direction of the end of manipulator matches to that
of the mobile stage center, but with the reduced proportion in terms of
displacement distance. The relative coordinate mode can realize spe-
cific direction and movement distance, without setting initial point, and
can realize multi-direction and long-distance operation. In the co-
ordinate system, the long-distance motion of the manipulator can be
realized by multiple tapping to repeat the same motions further, which
is not affected by the motion range stopper of the mobile stage. And
hence, by controlling the motion length along two axes individually,
the end of manipulator can move to any point in practical operation.
The schematic diagram of absolute coordinate and relative coordinate
control method is shown in Figure S9. This method realizes the isolation
between the control part of TSS device and the control circuit of the
motors in SEM, effectively conveys the control command and ensures
the motion accuracy of the platform in SEM.

The nanomanipulation device with four DOFs is designed to ma-
nipulate the nanometer-scale objects and construct nanodevices inside
the SEM. The SEM was used to derive the real-time monitor for the
manipulation of nanometer-scale objects. The manipulator device has
four DOFs with three linear motions (X, Y, Z directions) and a rotation
direction. The CNT is picked up by the surface adhesion force between
the AFM probe and CNT. The visual feedback control is used to realize
the multi-manipulators operating inside the SEM chamber. Fig. 5c and d
are the photographs of the micro-nano positioning platform outside and

inside SEM. Fig. 5f shows the output signals corresponding to the at-
titudes measured from five motion behaviors of X, Y, Z, α and β. Three
specific positions of five DOFs are selected in the figure, which are the
maximum, the minimum and the middle values of each DOF. The vol-
tage results on each electrode of three strips are tested corresponding to
these positions. Fig. 5g shows the moving schematic diagram of each
DOF of the stage and each strip length calculated by the measured
voltage values in the three specific positions of the stage. To highlight
the ability of the TSS device and expand its applications, the demon-
stration of manipulating a CNT is shown in Fig. 5e and Supporting
Movie 3, Movie 4 and Movie 5. By setting up the program, the de-
monstrations of Movie 3 and Movie 4 is adopted the absolute co-
ordinate mode. The demonstration of Movie 5 is relative coordinate
control mode, that is to say, under the same direction of command, the
motor always moved in the same direction, which can realize the op-
eration of large distance. Figure S10 shows the video captures of the
demonstration of the manipulator in macro scale and operation of CNTs
in micro scale. The micro-actuator in SEM can achieve motion accuracy
less than 10 nm (to the motion accuracy of motors in SEM), so the CNT
operation of nano-scale can be controlled by human-machine through
the scale reduction of motion parameters in the program. This micro-
nano manipulation result confirms the excellent performance of TSS
device in the perceptual and control application of the robotics, VR and
IoT based industry applications, etc.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
doi:mmcdoino

3. Conclusion

In summary, a nano-manipulation control terminal using TSS is
proposed, and the comprehensive theoretical modelling and experi-
mental characterizations are investigated. This device made up of three
sensor strips can detect five DOFs including three linear DOFs and two
rotational DOFs in the space to realize 3D operation of the objects.
Based on triboelectric working principle, the length changes of each

Fig. 4. The tests of displacements and angles of the mobile stage with five DOFs. The solid line in the graph is the theoretical calculation curve. A Diagrammatic
sketch of the mobile stage. B X DOF of the stage. C Y DOF of the stage. D Z DOF of the stage. E α DOF of the stage. F β DOF of the stage.
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strip can be derived through an analog ratio method. Analyzing the
length relationships of three strips, the TSS device structure can realize
the sensing and control of X, Y, Z, α, β (20mm, 20mm, 30mm, 36°,
36°), respectively. In term of XY plane detection, it can resolve the di-
rection with a step of at least 30°. Through the manipulation of the
nano-positioning platform in SEM, the micro-nanoscale operation of
CNT is realized with the accuracy of 10 nm. The intuitive five-dimen-
sional positioning projection in space can be achieved using the TSS,
which is simpler than the conventional controller with rigid structure
and includes additional spatial dimensions. This nano-manipulation
control terminal shows great potential with the minimalist design and
very low-cost materials for the applications in remote robotics control,
automated control and Internet of Things (IoT) based industry appli-
cations, etc.
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doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2019.03.071.
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